
The graph below shows three possible relationships between incen-
tive (payment, shocks) and performance. The light gray line represents 
a simple relationship, where higher incentives always contribute in the 
same way to performance. The dashed gray line represents 
diminishing- returns relationships between incentives and perfor-
mance.

The solid dark line represents Yerkes and Dodson’s results. At 
lower levels of motivation, adding further incentives helps to increase 
performance. But as the level of the base motivation increases, adding 
further incentives can backfire and reduce performance, creating what 
psychologists often call an “inverse- U relationship.”

A graphic illustration of the six games used in 
the experiment in India
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The graph below summarizes the results for the three bonus condi-
tions across the six games. The “very good” line represents the per-
centage of  people in each condition who achieved this level of 
performance. The “earnings” line represents the percentage of total 
payoff that  people in each condition earned.

1. SUHOE

Your solution: _________________

2. TAUDI

Your solution: _________________

3. GANMAAR

Your solution: _________________*1

*The answers are HOUSE, AUDIT, and ANAGRAM. For fun, 
try this one (with the added constraint that switching the letters 
around should maintain the general meaning): OLD WEST 
ACTION:_____________________.
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Origami instructions
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Origami instructions (somewhat more complex)



 water recycled lawns household using treated recovered drains from gray

 watering on shower gardens crops to used mostly semi down

 dirty instead clean the domestic consumption set home an already

 irrigation reuse partly partially then by system activities clarify a

 sprinkler use purify recycle other in wash for as of
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a basic important part and ourselves of irrationality is.

On a scale from 0 (not important at all) to 10 (very important) 

I find this idea to be _________ in terms of its importance.
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WE ARE VERY UNLIKELY TO RETURN TO 

THE DOUBLETREE CLUB HOUSTON

 • Lifetime chances of dying in a bathtub: 1 in 10,455

(National Safety Council)

 • Chance of Earth being ejected from the solar system by the 

gravitational pull of a passing star: 1 in 2,200,000

(University of Michigan)

 • Chance of winning the UK Lottery: 1 in 13,983,816

(UK Lottery)

 • Chance of us returning to the Doubletree Club Houston: worse 

than any of those

(And what are the chances you’d save rooms for us anyway?)

“Dan, when we got this car last year I was ecstatic,  
but now it no longer makes me happy. What do you think about 

renovating the kitchen?”
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Evaluating an annoying experience with and without a break

Participants were exposed to a five- second vacuum cleaner sound (A), 
a forty- second vacuum cleaner sound (B), or a forty- second vacuum 
cleaner sound, followed by a few seconds’ break and then a five- 
second vacuum cleaner sound (C). In all cases the participants were 
asked to evaluate their annoyance during the final five seconds of the 
experience.

FIGURE 6.2

Evaluating a pleasurable experience with and without a break

Participants were exposed to either a three- minute massage (A) or an 
eighty- second massage, followed by a twenty- second break and an-
other eighty- second massage (B). In all cases the participants were 
asked to evaluate their enjoyment of the whole experience.
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How to space purchases to increase happiness

The graph below illustrates Ann’s two possible approaches for spend-
ing her money. The area under the dashed line shows her happiness 
with the shopping spree strategy. After the shopping spree Ann will be 
very happy, but her happiness will soon wear off as what she bought 
loses its novelty. The area under the solid line shows her happiness 
with the intermittent approach strategy. In this case, she will not reach 
the same level of initial happiness, but her happiness will be continu-
ally revitalized because of the repeated changes. And the winner? 
Using the intermittent approach, Ann can create a higher overall happi-
ness level for herself.
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FIGURE 7.1

The three possible ways to deal with our 
own physical limitations
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The three possible ways to deal with our own physical 
limitations (following the first HOT or NOT study)



FIGURE 7.3
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The three possible ways to deal with our own physical 
limitations (following the first HOT or NOT study and 

the Meet Me study)

The three possible ways to deal with our own physical 
limitations (after the first HOT or NOT study, the Meet Me 

study, and the speed- dating study)



FIGURE 10.2

Mismatching money and need: The number of  people affected 
by different tragedies and the amount of money (in millions of 

dollars) directed toward these tragedies
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